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were made to overcome some of the waste in the system described. Never-
theless, these arrangements were very much limited by the multiplicity 
of cataloging systems which have been in use in the military service. 
The conversion of all military supplies to a sil'-gle ce.taloging 
system might seem to some people to be just a wasteful shuffling of papers 
and numbers to make more work for some civilian workers. This is not the 
case. Many economies are anticipated as a direct result of using Federal 
Stock Numbers. All the military services will be buying and using items 
which meet the same specifications. This will enable industry to make 
one which it can sell to all the services and should make the prices 
lower because of the higher volume of production possible with one order 
instead of several small orders. The conversion of food, fuel, clothing 
end medical stocks has made cross-servicing supply support much easier 
in these fields. Cross-servicing is an arrangement made by the installa-
tions of the different services in a specific geographical area whereby 
one service agrees to perform a certain function in that area, not only 
for itself, but also for the other services. This type of an agreement 
aims at eliminating or avoiding the duplication of facilities in a local-
ity. Some facilities which are covered by such agreements are automotive 
vehicle pools, automotive repair shops, typewriter repair shops, and 
storage facilities. In a cross-servicing supply agreement one service, 
such as the Navy which has the largest supply facilities in a locality, 
agrees to provide Army and Air Force units in the area with their require-
ments of supplies of certain types.* When all the services are using the 
same stock numbers, such an agreement is more readily accepted by every-
* 84, P. 39 
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one and is infinitely easier to operate. 
Further, conversion has made possible the new "Single Manager. 
Planw which was announced in January 1966 by the Department of Defense. 
Unless the commodities covered by this plan were identified by Federal 
Stock Numbers it would not be able to operate, The first step of the 
Single Manager Plan is for the Secretary of Defense to designate one of 
the military services as the single manager of a specified category of 
common use supply items, The individual services will still be respon-
sible for determining their requirements which they will furnish to the 
single manager of each commodity, The difference from present procedure· 
is that the single manager will then be responsible for procuring the 
stocks to meet the requirements of all the services, The material will 
be bought, financed and stored by the single manager, He will be able 
to use the storage space of any of the services and he will own and 
control the material wherever it is located. The individual services 
will obtain their stocks of material from the single manager as they 
need them, It is expected that the services will only draw "retail quan-
tities" from the single manager which generally means a three to six months 
supply. 
The single managers are to be charged not only with purchasing, 
storage and distribution re~nsibilities but also with the tasks of cata-
loging, standardization, total requirement determinations, production, 
inspection, disposal, transportation, maintenance and mobilization planning 
for their respective commodities. Many of these are functions currently 
performed by the Supply Demand Control Points of the Navy. This does not 
mean that the Supply Demand Control Points are going out of business by 
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any means but only that for some their missions will be modified, It 
will still be necessary for the Navy inventory managers to determine their 
special program mobilization requirements. estimated consumption data. 
new items and items in long supply. This is a large order for any inven-
tory manager. It will be the single manager's job to oversee and coordin-
ate the needs of the three services and then take the necessary action 
to provide each service with its requirements, So far. the Army has been 
designated the manager for food and will soon be designated manager of 
clothing and textiles, The Navy is to manage petroleum and medical and 
dental material and the Air Force. photographic equipment. Also as part 
of this plan the ~ will handle all land transportation. the Navy all 
sea transportation and the Air Force all air transportation. This system 
will eliminate overlapping controls of the various modes of transporta-
tion, It can be seen that the types of material which are under single 
managers are only those which have been converted to the Federal Supply 
Classification because without this classification the Single Manager 




In order to improve the control which it must maintain over 
its various inventories, the Navy hss had in operation for the past 
four years a program for fractionating its stocks. Not all the various 
categories of stock have as yet been subjected to this treatment but 
within the next year or two they will be. Thus far, stock in the follow• 
ing categories has been fractionated; General Stores, Clothing, Fuel 
Subsistence, Shipboard Electrical Equipment, Ships Repair Parts, Vehicu-
lar Equipment Repair Parts and Electronic Repair Parts. 
In order to fractionate a category of stock it is necessary to 
review each item of stock in the category and study it from the stand· 
point of demend for it; cost; equipments in which it is used; allowance 
and load lists on which it appears; and its rate of obsolescence, if 
known. These factors form the basis from which the inventory manager 
establishes the criteria for assigning a fraction code to a stock item. 
The fraction codes established by the Bureau of Supplies and 
Accounts for use by the Navy Supply System are as followss 
CODE FRACTION DEFINITION 
-
F Fast High Quantity Demand 
ll Medium Medium Quantity Demand 
S Slow Low Quantity Demand 
CODE FRACTION 
R Insurance 
L Local Stock 
T Tenninal 
C Carrying Point 
N New Item 
X Special Item 
A Activity Control 
DEFINITION 
Essential Item. Unpredictable Demand 
Not a Standard Navy Item 
Terminated when present stocks are exhausted 
To be stocked only at designated activities -
Special usage item only 
Too new for a regular fraction to be assigned 
Controlled Critical Material 
Each local activity buys tor its own needs. 
Not procured by the Inventory Manager for the 
whole system. 
The ten fractions listed above might seem to allow too many break-
downs of inventory but in practice each inventory manager uses only those 
tractions which he feels are necessary and generally this is about five 
or six tractions tor each cognizance symbol of material. 
Fractionation of inventories is really only oommon sense manage• 
ment. Items which move in large volume and are relatively inexpensive 
such as hand tools and hardware should not be handled by the same rules 
whioh govern an expensive magnetron tube tor a radar or an infrequently 
replaced piece of rigging tor a battleship. Fractionation allows the 
Supply Demand Control Points to divide their respective inventories into 
layers or segments which have definite management significance and which 
each lend themselves to a special manner of handling. 
Fractionation has a value for almost everyone who works in the 
Navy Supply System. It is valuable to the Supply Demand Control Pointe 
in preparing and defending their requests tor money in their budgets tor 
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inventories. The Supply Demand Control Points can also use the fraction 
information in preparing the allowance lists for individual ships and the 
load lists of spare parts which are to be carried by fleet issue ships 
and tenders. It is the responsibility of these ships to carry into the 
forward operating areas, such as the Far East and the Mediterranean, a 
load of spare parts for the ships which they support. This load is 
determined by the various inventory managers for their own category of 
material. With fraction codes to aid them the managers are able to make 
up load lists which consist of fast and medium moving items, the best 
sellers, and a selected range of insurance items which have a high prob-
ability of use and are of critical importance to the continued operation 
of the ships being supported. The load lists are constantly being revised 
because of the changes in equipments for which parts are stocked and so 
it is essential that the limited space available for the storing of load-
list material on fleet issue ships should not be wasted in storing items 
not likely to be needed. 
The Supply Officer of a ship can use fractionation to help him 
follow up on delayed requisitions and to keep down the stockpiling of 
unnecessary insurance and slow moving items in valuable storage space. 
It will also aid the ship to better live within its allotment of money. 
The fraction code incorporated in the stook number will alert the Supply 
Officer to question unusual or excessive quantities of slow moving items 
which are being requisitioned. It provides him with a visible warning 
of poor ordering practices since he must see all of his ship's requisi-
tions. The Supply Officer on the Staff of a Fleet can use fractionation 
in checking his ships when they are being inspected or when they request 
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additional allotment money for inventory buildup. Ships requesting addi-
tional money can be required to justify their requests by submitting the 
money value of their stocks in various fractions and the value of monthly 
or quarterly issues being made from these fractions. If needless stock-
piling is taking place it will fairly jump from a page of money value 
figures of a ship's stocks on hand and issues made. 
Stocking Points are able to utilize fractionation even more, 
perhaps, than any other type of activity. The fraction codes can be 
made the basis for decisions of whether to store items in readily aocessi-
ble buildings or in a remote annex; in wholesale or retail quantities. 
Local experiences with fraction codes have been found to correlate with 
the system fraction from fifty to eighty-five peroent of the time.• How 
many stock items may be assigned to each stock control employee may be 
found from fractionation. Also, fractions help to highlight quantities 
on requisitions which are questionable. What does a ship want with 
twenty of a slow moving item? The stocking points are better able to 
pinpoint their areas of inventory losses with the aid of fraction codes. 
Fractionation is one of the prime means which the storage people at a 
stocking activity use in establishing their patterns for popularity 
storage.# The fraction code, after all, is a positive indicator of the 
items popularity or activity. 
The fraction codes assigned to each item of supply ere not 
considered to be permanent because experience has shown that each year 
brings changes in the relative activity of certain supply items. Some• 
* 39, P. 19 
# See Chapter VII 
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what in the manner of a popular hit song an item may have little activity, 
rise up to very great activity and then decrease as the equipment of which 
it is a part is widely used in the Navy and then becomes obsolete and is 
discarded. These factors make it an essential part of the Fractionation 
program that each inventory manager review his stocks annually and make 
any changes that are necessary to the assigned fraction codes. This is, 
of course, additional work for the inventory manager but it is more than 
offset by a savings in inventory reporting costs which fractionation has 
made possible. 
Prior to fractionation each stocking point had to make regular 
stock status reports to the appropriate Supply Demand Control Point on 
all the materials which they carried. This was a large job and in certain 
respects quite wasteful as a report had to be submitted on an item regard-
less of whether any issues or receipts had been made since the last stock 
status report. With the introduction of fractionation several changes 
in the stock reporting system have been effected with a reduction in work 
which will little jeopardize a stocking points' stock position. Under 
fractionation the stocking points will report their fast fraction stocks 
quarterly or semi-annually whichever is the rule for each type of material. 
Medium and Slow fraction stocks will be reported annually with special 
interim reports submitted on those items for which replenisbnent is necessary 
between reporting dates. Local. Terminal and Activity Controlled fraction 
stocks are not regularly reported but only on the request of the Supply 
Demand Control Point. Carrying Point and Spacial Item fraction stocks 
are reported by the appropriate activities on special schedules. Insur-
ance fraction stocks are reported when an issue of them is made. Those 
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stock items which do not have much activity are not reported as often and 
those items in which the majority of activity is anticipated are reported 
more often. The Electronic Supply Office has estimated that ninety per• 
cent of its activity occurs in the items which it has coded with the fast 
fraction. 
The fractionation of stocks is rapidly embracing all the cate-
gories of stock and soon fraction codes will be a pert of all the items 
in the Navy Supply System. This will decrease significantly the volume 
of stock status reports being made by stocking points. The inventory 
managers will be able to more rapidly process these reports through their 
data processing machines and so have the complete picture of system-wide 
inventories more quickly. The fraction codes will indicate different 
methods of handling which are applicable to each fraction of inventory. 
At present. there are large quantities of material in stock 
which are classified as fraction L or T. It is the intention of the 
inventory managers to materially reduce the size of these fractions at 
the earliest possible time. The L fraction material is non-standard 
and has a use only at those stocking points which carry such an item. 
The consumers who have need of such items are being encouraged to use 
up the available stocks and then attempt to use standard stock items. 
The stocking of such local itema in the future is to be reduced almost 
'to the vanishing point. The terminal fraction items are quite numerous 
but in the future they should represent a much smaller segment of the 
inventory. The terminal items are being used where called for by the 
consumers and also are being substituted for other items wherever possible. 
As these stocks are exhausted they are not being replenished and the only 
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new items to be added to this fraction are items which became obsolete 
each year. Fractionation will reduce the number of items being carried 
in each category of stock. The reductions should not affect the ability 
of the supply system to perform its support mission because they will 
occur in those type items which are not required frequently or for which 
there is another item in the supply system which is an acceptable sub-
stitute. 
The activity controlled traction (A) of materials embraces those 
common items which the inventory managers have determined should be pur-
chased and controlled by the various stocking points rather than centrally 
by the inventory managers. There is not enough economy in centralized 
purchasing of these items to continue having them controlled and distrib-
uted by the inventory managers. This partial decentralizing of inventory 
control is expected to effect economies by reducing the total amount of 
inventory; by allowing the stocking points to purchase economic lots of 
material; and by reducing costly freight charges for shipping around the 
country items which can be purchased in the looal markets at a price 
almost the same as that for large quantity purchases. Examples of such 
items are many hardware items, office supplies, some electrical parts 
and many others which require for Na~ use those specifications whioh 
any good industrial company also demands. These modifications to the 
inventory control procedures which have been made by the fractionation 
program appear to be good, logical ones which will be of great benefit. 
However, they must be watched carefully to ascertain that the beneficial 
results expected are realized. The inventory managers must watch their 
stocks very closely, particularly those segments over which they have 
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relinquished same control to field activities. All of the inventory 
segments will have to be subjected to constant review to keep the fractions 
current with the changing demands of the consumers. Even the criteria 
used to determine in which fraction an item belongs must be observed lest 
even they need to be changed with the changing times. Only in this way 
will the full benefits possible from fractionation be able to accrue to 




The Navy operates today on a peacetime basis in which economy 
of operations is a paramount consideration but at all times it is necessary 
that the Navy be prepared for the eventuality which is its reason for 
existence--War. If war comes tomorrow how much of certain types of materi-
al will you need the day after, next month and six months from then. lf 
war comes tomorrow it will probably be too late to start figuring your 
requirements. Thus, certain people in the Navy Supply System must be at 
work determining the supply requirements for mobilization day and the 
times thereafter whioh all of us hope will never come. 
When the Navy knows its need for M-Day and the time after that 
when American industry can be expected to produce enough of an item to 
fill that need, then it ie possible for a Supply Demand Control Point 
to compare the currently available stocks with that future need and estab• 
lieh a mobilization reserve of stock which should enable the Navy to make 
the necessary increased issues of stock between M-Day and the delivery 
by industry of the wartime requirements. It is this faotor which enters 
into all military inventory oontrol which makes it a much more complicated 
problem than merely howauch material did you use last year when you had 
that number of ships, planes and men, how muoh are you using this year, 
how much do you expect to use next year and how muoh do you now have on 
hand in atook. That type of an inventory control problem is a compara• 
tively simple one. 
Stratification is the term applied to the studies which the 
Supply Demand Control Points are conducting to project their mobilization 
requirements and to measure their current system stock position in rela-
tion to their ability to meet their requirements. The stratification 
program has been made a little simpler for those control points which 
are able to provide fractionation data because there is a certain amount 
of correlation between the fraction code of an item of stock in relation 
to the peacetime demands of today and its rate of issue after mobilization 
gets underway. 
The Navy inventory managers have worked with industry on the 
stratification program in order to get industry's estimate of how long 
it will be after M-Day before they can provide sufficient production of 
various items to meet wartime consumption. If and when another war eomes 
it will net be enough for the Navy to order a supply of an item. Material 
on order does not de the fighting man ~ good. It is neeessary to get 
the material delivered by industry and to plan properly for the eventual-
ity of a war. The Navy must know how long it will be before industry 
delivers. Probably no other supply problem is so complex, so subject to 
continuing change as other mobilization plans change, and so demanding 
in effort and judgement of those who make them as is logistic planning 
• for mobilization. Yet, this problem is probably the most important one 
facing the inventory managers of the Navy. If they are very wrong in 
* 32, P. 11 
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their estimates the future of our nation may be jeopardized, All the 
other mobilization plans of the Navy which envision certain operations 
at a given time after M-Day cannot be carried out if there are no supplies 
available to back up the operations, 
The experience of World War II and the Korean War has been very 
valuable in this planning but this experience becomes less useful with 
each year that we advance away from these wars and with each revision 
made in the mobilization plans. After all, nuclear powered submarines, 
guided missle ships, Fcrrestal type carriers and the new jet planes did 
not exist three years age and their operating characteristics have never 
been tested in wartime circumstances, 
The mobilization needs of the Navy fall into two categoriesa 
(1) the total consumption of goods and (2) the system stock level required 
to support that consumption. The estimate of the needs is predicted by 
one of two bases, The consumption of some goods is related to a certain 
level of Naval activity such as steaming hours, flying hours or military 
and civilian personnel employed, The consumption of other goods ia re-
lated to the end equipment or component it supports, The consumption 
rate of the first type of material is relatively easy to predict by devel-
oping a formula which describes for instance the number of size nine 
black shoes or size thirty eight foul weather jackets needed for each 
ten thousand men on active duty, The second type of material presents 
problems because the development of formulas for use in predicting demand 
is difficult if not impossible and this frequently necessitates the indiv-
idual review and analysis of these items to determine their usage, 
obsolescence, estimated life and other important characteristics, 
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The greatest part of all mobilization planning is classified 
information which is not available for public consumption so that it is 
not possible in this thesis to do more than take a look at what the 
problem is, how it complicates the current inventory picture of the Navy 
and what methods are uaed in the attempt to project what the requirements 
of various items will be if and when the mobilization plans become war 
plans. 
Close cooperation between private industry and the Navy is of 
great importance in the area of mobilization planning. In order to keep 
its stocks at a reasonable level, the Navy should not be stocking more 
than its current requirements plus a mobilization reserve to carry them 
from M-Day to the date when industry oan fUlfill wartime requirements. 
This is the critical period when wartime consumption rates beoome opera-
tive almost immediately and industry is not geared to a comparable 
production rate and must convert its facilities to this use. 
One means of keeping the stocks necessary to be on hand at a 
lower level is to utilize in the military as many items as possible which 
have specifications identical or nearly so to similar items which are used 
in the civilian world. The more military items which are of this type, 
the less mobilization stocks which must be carried. Whenever it is 
necessary to do so, industry can merely divert items which have the same 
specifications from civilian to military use without any retooling. There 
are thousands of items used by the Navy which are peculiar to its needs 
and in a war many, if not most of these items, are of vital importance 
to defense. This type of item must be stocked heavily and be backed up 
by adequate mobilization reserves. The thousands of other items which 
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are commonly used by industry and the public as well as the Navy should 
not be stocked-too heavily because even in a war they will still be 
readily available tor military use. 
The mobilization phase ot inventory control is very important 
and requires people who possess a high degree of ability and judgement 
to run this operation. Decisions made in this work can have far reach-
ing consequences in the future. In the present, these decisions oan save 
much money by reducing all inventories to the lowest levels compatible 




Chronologically, this was one of the first Navy-wide programs 
to be started and although by now the greatest part of it has been accom-
plished it is still continuing and a certain amount of it will continue 
for as long as there is a Navy, The objective of Cleansweep was and is 
to remove from the stocks of the supply system those items which are 
obsolete, damaged, in long supply or otherwise unnecessary for the oper-
ation of the Navy. 
At the close of World War II, the War Assets Administration 
disposed of vast quantities of surplus material for all the other govern-
ment agencies and thereby reduced drastically the accumulation of materials 
from the war. However, each government agency, including the Navy, was 
allowed to retain what stocks they felt they needed and this they did, 
As the years between the wars passed and more ships and shore 
stations went out of commission and much of the stock overseas was returned 
home, the Navy inventory managers found themselves accumulating great 
quantities of hundreds and thousands of items of stock for which they had 
no use in the foreseeable future, Then came Korea and in the uncertainty 
of those days of 1950 and 1951 it was felt that many of these stocks 
would be used by an again expanding fleet, and so they were, The fleet 
needed many items which were in long supply in the supply system but 
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many thousands more items they did not want or could not use. Then the 
inventory managers began to get the picture of how much literal "junk" 
they were stocking. Many valves, pumps and shafts were used on only a 
few ships and a very few would suffice for a system supply in contrast 
to the hundreds on hand. The rapid advances in the field of electronics 
' had made obsolete thousands of electronic and ordnance stock items with 
which the supply system was loaded. The aircraft used in the Korean War 
were for the most part entirely different from those used in World War II. 
The age of jets had arrived. As each new scientific advance was made, 
more and more of the Navy stocks became obsolete and thus surplus. Also 
there were in stock thousands of items which were needed but only in 
quantities which represented a fraction of the inventory on hand. The 
Navy actually had in stock hundreds of years supplies of certain items. 
The Navy as well as other government agencies is required by 
law to dispose of material excess to its needs and it does so continually. 
The Clean~eep program, however, was begun in 1953 as a complete and 
thorough reappraisal of all the Navy stocks in the light of the experi-
ences and needs gained from the Korean War. The general procedure used 
in determining whether stocks of an item should be retained or sold was 
as follows; all items having stocks in excess of current operating require-
mente plus mobilization reserve requirements (determined by the inventory 
manager) were listed. These lists were then reviewed and the quantities 
thereon divided into two parts. The first figure was the quantity which 
the inventory manager considered economical to retain from an inventory 
control standpoint and the second figure was an excess quantity considered 
to be disposable. The General Stores Supply Office following the above 
I 
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method declared excess to the needs of the Navy approximately 93.2 million 
dollars of material. It is interesting to note that about 87.7 million 
dollars of this material was located at twenty-nine major supply activ-
ities.• This last figure shows to some extent the progress which the 
Navy has made in concentrating its inventories at as few activities as 
possible. The CleanBW&ep program generated an estimated thirty-five 
million dollars of surplus materials of all types at the Naval Supply 
Center, Oakland, California. These figures will give the reader some 
idea of the amounts of surplus material the Navy had been storing in 
many cases without knowing that the materi~l was such until the Cleansweep 
program began. 
The screening of stocks by the Supply Demand Control Points and 
the declaration of certain items as excess to the requirements of the 
Navy completed the first phase of "Operation Cleansweep". In accordance 
with the surplus property laws, the lists of material declared excess 
were circulated by each inventory manager to every other inventory manager, 
to the rest of the Navy Department, to the other military services and 
to all the other agencies of the United States Government. This procedure 
is designed to escape the paradox of one Federal Agency buying material 
which another agency is trying to sell. After a limited period of screen-
ing by other government agencies the material is offered free to certain 
public institutions and the Boy Scouts to aid them in their work. This 
function is performed by the activity which actually holds the material 
rather than by the inventory manager. 
* 31, P. 13 
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Finally when the material is desired neither by other Federal 
agencies nor by eligible donees it is offered for public sale to the 
highest bidder. It was at this point that the last phase of Cleansweep 
was carried on. The usual method for disposing of excess material is for 
the field selling activity to compile a catalog of the material available 
for sale, have the catalog printed and circulate it to the prospective 
bidders whose names are on file at each authorized selling activity. 
After a waiting period of two or three weeks the sealed bids of those who 
wish to buy are opened at a public session at a specified time at the 
selling activity. Barring unusual cirouastanoes the award is made to 
the highest bidder. Not all Naval Activities are authorized to sell 
surplus property, only the larger ones. In general, all shipyards, air 
stations, supply depots and supply centers are authorized selling aotiv-
it.tes. All other shore aotivi ties and ships must turn in their surplus 
property to the designated selling activities. 
The scope of the Cleansweep program made it obvious to the 
field activities that it would take months and perhaps years to compile 
catalogs and conduct the usual sealed bid sales. Fortunately, there 
are maD¥ people employed by the Navy who are interested in seeing the 
taxpayer get the most for his money. MaD¥ of these people started into 
action about this time and as a result the Navy was able to turn Clean-
sweep into a better financial success than was originally contemplated. 
There is a provision in the selling regulations which allows the sell-
ing activity to dispose of excess property at a public auction sale if 
they receive prior permission to do so. In early 1964 the Bureau of 
Supplies and Accounts received requests for permission to conduct auction 
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sales at Bayonne. Newport. Great Lakes. Pearl Harbor and any number of 
other activities. It costs money to store surplus materials and the field 
activities knew it and they desired the auction sales as a method of 
clearing out the large surpluses as quickly as possible. 
The Navy had conducted very few auction sales in recent years. 
In some areas none had been held since the close of World War One • never-
theless. the permissions were generally granted and thus began a booming 
era in Navy auctions which lasted well over a year and had many surpris-
ing results. The usual sealed bid sales were never too lucrative in their 
returns but basically the material which the Navy has to sell is not 
worth very much of its original cost when it is sold. The best return 
that was expeoted on a sealed bid sale was around ten peroent of acquisi-
tion cost. sometimes a little more. oftentimes less. 
The auction sales were expected to return a somewhat higher 
yield because the type of merchandise was of a better quality but how 
much better was not known. Then as the returns began to came in the 
results were much better than expected. In general. the fact that the 
Navy was conducting an auction sale in a locality was advertised widely 
in the daily newspapers. on the radio and television in all nearby cities 
and the readers and listeners were encouraged to obtain catalogs. 
Notices of the auction and catalogs were sent to all the regular cus-
tomers of each selling activity. The civilian employees talked up the 
auction sales in their hometowns and brought to work suggestions for 
prospective buyers. The most complete advertising possible was sought 
for each of the auction sales. For a period of two to three weeks before 
the sale. the goods were placed on display for all prospective bidders 
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to view. The sales were conducted by professional auctioneers who were 
under contract to the Navy. 
With the above preliminaries, the various sales drew very fine 
gatherings of bidders. With the better material available and the arous-
ing of interests, the bidding at the auctions was quite spirited and the 
prices which were received were generally higher than the sealed bid 
averages. The returns ranged from twelve percent to thirty five percent 
of the acquisition cost of the materials sold depending upon the type of 
material. A aale by the Naval Supply Depot, Great Lakes, Illinois returned 
18.23 percent of acquisition cost. A sale at the Naval Supply Depot, 
Newport, Rhode Island returned 14.5 percent of the acquisition cost. 
Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania conducting the first of these 
auctions in late 1963 received a return of 14.8 percent.• Certain sales 
such as those of heavy construction equipment brought returns of up to 
thirty five percent of acquisition cost but these were the exception. 
In most instances the auction method of sale brought the Navy a return 
fifty percent greater than the average return on a sealed bid sale. 
The oleansweep operation oan be considered to have been very 
successful. Besides obtaining a generally higher return on the goods 
sold than was done formerly, the auctions quickly disposed of great quan-
tities of material which might have remained in storage for many months 
longer if other selling methods were used. The savings resulting from 
this quiok action can never be accurately determined but they are signi-
ficant. The costs of storing a quantity of material for one year oan run 
• 44, P. 27 
as high as twenty percent of its value per year. If it had taken a year 
or more to dispose of the material generated by Cleansweep in the conven-
tional manner, the largest part of the returns on it would have been lost 
by the increased storage costs, Added to these costs would have been the 
cost of holding the annual inventory on this material, In practically 




This is a new program developed by the Bureau of Supplies and 
Accounts in 1954 which is being put into operation at Navy field activities 
new, It is anticipated that to complete this program will take at least 
two more years and perhaps longer, The basic concept of Popularity 
Storage is to so position stock in the warehouses of an activity that 
the fastest moving items are in the most accessible location within the 
warehouse, Also, it is planned that the most popular stock groups will 
be stored in those buildings which are nearest to the delivery point of 
each activity, The purpose of these plans is to cut down the distance 
materials must be moved from storage to user and to reduce the number of 
times an item is moved while it is in storage, This thinking is really 
an extension of the old country store idea, when the cracker barrel and 
the pickle jar and the various other convenience items and best sellers 
were kept handy to the counter and other items such as lampblack and 
kerosene were stored in the back room because they were not called for 
as often, A simple idea, no doubt about it, but when it affects thou• 
sands of tons of material yearly it means great savings for the Navy, 
There is, naturally, no thought of shifting all the Navy stocks 
just for the sake of moving them but as normal rewarehousing operations 
ooour in the field activities and as the stocks are rewarehoused in 
conjunction with the conversion program, the popularity storage concept 
is being incorporated into the rewarehousing of all materials. These 
two factors should cause all Navy material to be stored by popularity 
within two years. 
Storage is a vitally necessary link in the chain of events that 
moves material from the source of supply to the consumer. Storage creates 
utility and enhances the value of stock when it is properly located. 
Effective storage operations are baaed on the proper location of stock; 
hence, the fastest moving stock items should be located near the shipping 
and receiving areas of a supply activity. Consideration must also be 
given to the size, similarity and physical characteristics of the stock 
such as perishability, need for security or hazardousness. 
The same popularity system which is used in the depot or other 
activity also applies to the storage system within each warehouse. The 
placing of fast moving stock near the shipping and receiving areas of the 
individual storehouse enables the storage personnel to accomplish the 
greatest percentage of stock issues and receipts in the smallest portion 
of the warehouse. This results in higher productivity and expedites 
consumer service. It is only logical to locate the popular item where 
it is easily acoessible for quiok issue or receipt regardless of ita 
stock classification or numerical stook number sequence. 
The Naval Air Station, .l4emphis, Tennessee opened a brand new 
seventy two thousand square foot warehouse in 1954 and in l~ng it out 
the personnel used the principles of popularity storage and achieved 
some significant savings. When the materials were moved from the old 
buildings to the new warehouse the number of bins required for storing 
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them was reduced from approximatel7 seventeen hundred bins to eight hun-
dred bins. This accomplished a eaTings of twent7 thousand dollars in 
bin costs alone. Warehouse apace saved in the new building as a result 
of adequate preplanning and the use of popularity storage amounted to 
fifteen thousand square feet compared to previous space requirements. 
Since warehouse space is estimated to cost ten dollars per square foot 
this savings alone amounted to one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.* 
The reader may wonder why the personnel of the Navy Supply 
System did not develop such a seemingly basic concept as popularity 
storage many years ago. The answer would seem to be that for many years 
or until the Second World War there was no need for the popularit7 storage 
system or for fractionation or any of the other programs under discussion 
here. Without a need for this new storage system the methods in use up 
until the time of Pearl Harbor sufficed for the then current needs. The 
Hicks system of cataloging and stock numbering was used as the basis for 
storage and regardless of the characteristics of the materials, they were 
stored in the warehouses in their alphabetical and numerical stock number 
sequence. 
World War II brougnt to storage operations maD¥ basic changes. 
Modern materials handling equipaent which was introduced in the nineteen 
forties necessitated a whole new set of storage principles. What these 
principles were to be was unknown and it has taken mBD¥ years to develop 
them. The fork-lift truck and palletization of materials introduced a 
new dimension to storage, the cubic dimension. This in turn resulted 
* 36, P. 16 
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in the need for a locator system in bulk storage areas. The bin areas 
at the storage activities were not, at first, very much affected by the 
concept of the cubic dimension in storage. Later as the idea of popu-
larity storage grew and the need for storage locator systems became more 
apparent it was also clear that the sequential storage of bin stocks 
should be stopped and they too should be placed on locator systems. Thus 
began to evolve the basis for popularity storage. 
The Navy has found from studying its stock records of all cat-
egories of materials that its stocks follow the same pattern as do the 
stocks of civilian companies, namely, that in each category of stock the 
majority of the issues are made from a very small minority of the stock 
carried. In some areas it may be that as many as ninety percent of the 
issues may be made from as little as ten percent of the stock items avail-
able for issue. This pattern fits in nicely with the popularity storage 
concept. In bulk storage where storage racks are used, the stocks are 
stored either two, three, or four pallets high according to the physical 
characteristics of the particular storehouse. The most desirable location 
in this type of storage is the bottom slot because it is most accessible. 
It can easily be seen that one quarter, one third or one half of the 
storage spaces available fall in the most desirable category and these 
are the slots in which the most popular stock items should be stored. 
In bin storage the most desirable locations are those bins which are 
between three feet and six feet off the floor. These locations are the 
most easily reached by a man on foot who is drawing stock from the bins. 
The usual bins in use throughout the Navy are seven feet high and are 
divided into seven one foot levels, thus, over half of the available bin 
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space falls into the desirable zone and it is in these bins that the most 
popular stocks should be stored, All bins are not of the same size and 
so it is possible in certain types of material such as electronics and 
ordnance spares that a good stockman could concentrate as much as seventy 
percent of the stock items in a raw of bins into these more desirable 
locations. It is impossible in storage to eliminate all the climbing, 
stooping, stretching, bending, walking and other fatiguing motions but 
certainly it is possible to reduce the number necessary each day. This 
improvement should lead to getting more work for less effort from the 
people engaged in storage operations, 
The idea of storing stocks by their popularity is not very 
complicated but it certainly has an ingenious air about it. There are 
many industrial finns which could but do not use this idea in their 
operations with a resulting decrease in their cost of operations. The 
personnel who developed this theory of storage for Navy use were trying 
to give the taxpayer more for his money and they should be congratulated. 
Popularity storage is not the panacea for all the storage 
problems of the Navy, There are many things yet to be done which will 
help to reduce the costa of storage, Many storage activities have too 
much stock on hand for the amount of storage space they have available. 
OTerstoring a warehouse gets more stock into it but makes it harder to 
issue and helps nullify the benefits to be gained from popularity storage. 
Because the Hoover Commission and others claim that the government has 
too much warehouse apace which it is not utilizing fully, the Congress 
is reluctant to appropriate funds for new warehouse construction. An 
empty warehouse in Nebraska does not help a supply depot on the East 
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Coast which is short of storage spaoe. A general purpose warehouse can-
not readily be used for the storage of fl.mmables. heavy materials. 
compressed gases and other special materials. Nevertheless. there are 
many places where this type of storage space is inadequate. This often 
results in materials being stored indoors in circumstances which are 
potentially dangerous or out of doors where they are exposed to the 
elements and deteriorate. 
There may be excess goverument warehouse space available but 
it is located where it cannot be economically used for present needs and 
there are shortages of warehouse space elsewhere. Unless conditions like 
these are corrected the good which can result from popularity storage 




STANDARDIZATION OF STORAGE METHODS 
For many years the various military services have had their 
awn ways of storing and handling materials. Many of these methods had 
much merit, many were not so good. There were no uniform methods in use 
throughout the three services although some storage practices were simi-
lar in each of the services. Believing that there must be one best way 
for handling any single type of material, the Storage Division of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts in 1952 began studies to find the various 
best ways. The results of these studies were published in 1954 in a 
Storage and Materials Handling Manual. 
After the Navy Department started to study the one best method 
of storage and handlinE• the Department of Defense began a three service 
study to determine the various storage methods used in the different 
military services in order to coordinate and standardize the methods 
used. This joint study has resulted in a Department of Defense Manual 
of Materials Handling and Storage whioh is to be the guidebook for all 
the military services in their storage methods. This joint manual has 
adopted all the best features of the storage methods of the three 
services. The first section of this book issued in the summer of 1955 
deals with the storage of lumber and is practically a verbatum extract 
from the Navy manual which it superoeded. 
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It is the hope of storage personnel that the standardization 
of storage methods throughout the Navy not only will enable the personnel 
at each supply activity to do a better job but also will give the mili-
tary personnel a greater opportunity to become more easily familiar with 
the different activities as they transfer from duty station to duty 
station throughout the Navy. Supply Corps Officers and Enlisted Store-
keepers over the years have had to learn a new storage system at almost 
every new duty station. This situation creates confusion and wastes 
much of their time on each transfer because it takes a while to gain the 
necessary familiarity to be able to make emergency issues after working 
hours and on weekends as is frequently necessary in the military. Even-
tually, as the three military services enlarge their use of these standard 
practices it will be easier for civilian personnel to transfer between 
.Arm:y, Navy and Air Force aotivitiea within an area as reductions in force 
and hirings take place. It will also be easier for military personnel 
to understand the supply systems of the other services, something which 
it is not easy to do currently. 
The standardization of storage methods covers many areas of 
work, some of the more important ones will be discussed here. The 
dimensions of bins are being standardized. From many years of experi-
menting it has been detennined that steel shelving sections eighty seven 
inohes high by thirty six inches wide by eighteen inches deep are the 
most adaptable in the establishment of binned retail storage areas. 
This type of bin section is the only type being procured and installed 
in new storage units and in those activities which are disposing of their 
wartime wooden bins. In addition to standard shelving sections, the 
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shelf boxes to be used in them have been standardized into three basic 
types, These types are large steel boxes seventeen and one half inches 
long by eleven and one quarter inches wide by ten and three eighth 
inches high which are for very heavy stock and are in one compartment 
only, The large corrugated fibreboard box is sixteen inches long by 
ten inches wide by eight inches high and is used for large but light 
stock items, The third type is a small fibreboard, steel reinforced box 
seventeen inches long by five and one half inohes wide by four and one 
half inches high and comes in one, two and four compartment styles. 
This is the most commonly used type of box and in its three styles is 
capable of holding the retail stocks of most of the items in the Navy 
Supply System, The first type of shelf box generally occupies the lower 
shelves, the second type the top shelves and the third type the most 
desirable center shelves, 
The next area of standardization is in pallets, Over the last 
fifteen years there has been much work done by the Navy to try to find 
a general purpose wooden pallet which would satisfy its needs, After 
the Second World War it was thought that the forty eight inch by forty 
eight inch pallet was the ideal one but several years of extensive use 
proved that this was not so, The search was renewed and a new size 
pallet was developed which is proving to be very olose to ideal, The 
present standard pallet in use is a forty by forty eight inch, four way 
entry pallet, The dimensions of this pallet were chosen in order that 
two rows of pallets could be stowed in a railroad freight car on their 
long dimension and two rows of pallets could be stowed in a van truok on 
their short dimension, The pallets are so constructed that it is possible 
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for a fork lift truck to get under the pallets on any of its four aides. 
No matter which side of the pallet is exposed it can be picked up by a 
fork lift truok end moved. These features of the new type pallet make 
it a very superior type compared to the formerly used ones. The new type 
is a very versatile storage aid. 
One of the Dewest efforts to improve storage operations is an 
attempt to reduce the space in warehouses which is used for operating 
aisles. As much as fifty percent of the gross space in a warehouse may 
be consumed in operating aisles in which no materials can be stored. 
The usual net storage space which is expected from a warehouse is about 
sixty five percent of the gross space. It can be seen that the less space 
which is needed in a warehouse for operating aisles, the more stock can 
be stored and the more eoonomio'l the operation will be. The width of 
the operating aisles is governed by the requirements of the equipment 
which must use the aisles. The equipment used is based on the weight 
of the materials to be moved into and out of a given area. The Bureau 
of Supplies and Accounts in a survey of four million pallets of material 
found that sixty seven percent of them weighed less than two thousand 
pounds. A two thousand pound capacity fork lift truck requires an aiale 
of ten feet, whereas a four thousand pound truck requires twelve foot 
aisles and a six thousand pound truck requires fourteen foot aisles. 
If you use a fork lift truck with a greater capacity than you need then 
you are wasting valuable space in unnecessary aisles. The same survey 
determined that most of the fork lift trucks in use were the four thou• 
sand pound oapaoity type. Thus, maDW of these larger trucks were being 
used to carry loads which a smaller truck could easily handle. Not 
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satisfied to let this discovery be made without corrective action being 
taken, the newest improvement of the manufacturers of materials handling 
equipment has been tested and approved and use of it should soon become 
very widespread. This is the so called outrigger, non counterbalanced, 
narrow aisle fork lift truck which has a capacity of three thousand 
pounds and requires an aisle of only six feet. The possibilities of this 
nlnl' type of equipment seem to be very great. Trucks such as these can 
be used extensively in pallet rack storage and in bulk storage of almost 
every type of material except heavy metals and provisions which are too 
heavy most of the time. The potential saving of fifty percent of aisle 
space in various warehouses presents a wonderful challenge to the storage 
personnel involved. Coupled with the popularity storage idea of the size 
of an item, whole warehouses can be laid out where no load would ever 
weigh over the three thousand pound limit. All items which potentially 
could exceed this limit could be classified as heavy materials and stored 
in a heavy materials warehouse where the proper heavy duty trucks and 
cranes would be used with the appropriately wider aisles. The regular 
or standard warehouses would then be able to provide a much greater net 
usable space over what has been possible until now. 
The types of building being used for storage throughout the 
Navy are quite numerous. Vast storage buildings in shipyards and other 
older activities are multi-story affairs of no standard design either 
activity wise or service wide. Many storage buildings have been converted 
to this purpose from other uses for which they were originally designed. 
After appraising the various types of buildings in use the Navy determined 
that there was a type of building which better suited its needs than the 
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other types. This building is the single story warehouse two hundred 
feet wide and six hundred, eight hundred or one thousand feet long with 
an overhead clearance of about twenty feet. These buildings are divided 
every two hundred feet by firewalls giving relatively uniform storage 
units of forty thousand square feet. As many as possible of the new 
warehouses being constructed are being built to these dimensions. Vari-
ations on the basic design of the building can be made to get flammable 
and heavy duty warehouses. The maximum storage area allowed for flamma-
bles is thirty thousand square feet before a firewall must be erected, 
thus, flammable warehouses should be constructed two hundred feet wide 
and in multiples of one hundred and fifty feet long with a firewall every 
one hundred and fifty feet. Heavy duty warehouses can be either two 
hundred or four hundred feet wide depending on the specific activity's 
needs and are usually equipped with overhead cranes and monitor roofs. 
Such buildings would be built in one of the standard lengths of six hun• 
dred, eight hundred, or one thousand feet. 
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has developed a storage 
locator system which is designed for use in the standard type of ware• 
house described above. This system is one in which all locations within 
a warehouse are designated by a series of numbers which can readily be 
interpreted in the same manner as a postal address. This locator system 
can be used in the storage operations of any Naval activity but probably 
will not be used for many years to came because of the expense of chang• 
ing over from the variety of present systems in use at different supply 
depots, shipyards and other activities. Any new storage activities or 
storage areas which are established can be set up on this locator system 
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and as time passes many activities will have opportunities to convert 
their present locator systems in the course of their normal everyday 
operations. If these activities can do so it is hoped that they will, 
but at present there is no directive which compels the various shipyards, 
supply depots and other activities to make this change in their locator 
system. Over a period of years it should be easy for most of the activ-
ities in the supply system to change their locator systems to the Bureau-
approved one. A gradual accomplishment of this project should be possible 
within the scope of everyday operations at these installations. Slowness 
in adopting the new locator system seems to be in order because it has 
not had a widespread trial as yet and there may be some imperfections in 
it which have to be removed. If and when these are found and an adequate 
trial period has passed then the standard locator system should be adopted 
by the entire supply system. 
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CHAPTER IX 
IJ!PROVED SAFETY AND 11ATERI.ALS HANDLING 
The Navy has long been a leader in the field of safety and its 
safety records have been good ones. Nevertheless, the Navy realizes 
that the price of continued good safety records is constant attention 
to the problem and a never ending watch for conditions whieh may arise 
to endanger the record. Each Bureau of the Navy Department publishea 
acticles on safety in their various technical publications and they 
encourage field activities to report for publication those noteworthy 
safety achievements which have taken place at the local activity. Often-
times an idea which ia tried at one base and proves successful, is adopt-
ed by a number of other bases when they hear of it. The publishing of 
new safety practices allows the good ideas of one man or a small group 
of men to be used by widely scattered bases to the advantage of all. 
The comparative safety records of the major field activities 
are published in order to spur on competition among them for better and 
longer records. Practically every large naval activity has a Safety 
Division established under its Industrial Relations Department. The 
Safety Engineers and Safety Inspectors of this division have the respon-
sibility for establishing good safety practices at the activity, for 
ascertaining that these practices are followed in the daily work and 
for determining that no unsafe working conditions or areas are allowed 
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to exist, The Safety Division also conducts safety meetings with super-
visors and employees, At many activities an effort is made to have each 
employee, who is not engaged in clerical or office work, attend one 
fifteen minute safety meeting per month, At each meeting some specific 
phase of safety is covered, Thus, only small amounts of information have 
to be absorbed by the employees at ~ one time, 
The Safety Division investigates the scene of each accident 
which occurs and attempts to determine the cause, The person or persons 
involved are interviewed to obtain their version of the accident, All 
accidents which involve lost work time or damage to government property 
are reviewed by an accident review board consisting of selected officers 
and civilian supervisors of the activity and the Safety Engineer, This 
board determines what disciplinary action, if any, is to be taken as a 
result of the accident and forwards its recommendations to the Commanding 
Officer who may accept or reject the recommendations, If negligence i• 
determined to exist on the part of an employee he may be disciplined in 
accordance with existing regulations, 
It is the responsibility of each supervisor to ascertain that 
his employees do not engage in unsafe practices, In the supply system 
the variety of different materials which require special handling is such 
that not every supervisor can be aware of the precautions to be taken 
with every different item handled, The Storage and Traffic personnel of 
a supply department or depot are required to handle paints, oil, grease, 
acids, poisons, about twenty types of compressed gases and various other 
flammable and volatile materials, By volume, the greatest single item 
which is handled in the Supply System is fuel oils of variou• kinds, 
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The safety personnel are frequently called upon to render technical 
assisstanoe to the line supervisors in the movement and storage of these 
materials, It is a source of pride in the Navy that the variety of goods 
described can be stored and moved with the speed and safety with which 
they are handled and allow the Navy to maintain excellent safety records 
in all areas, 
A section of the Navy Storage and Materials Handling Handbook 
has been devoted to Safety, In this section very complete and detailed 
instructions are given for the recommended safety practices to be followed. 
Included are such items as rules for the operation of materials handling 
equipment; safety precautions for handling petroleum products, lumber 
and other flammable, corrosive and explosive commodities! color codes 
to be used for marking dangerous areas; and safety regulations which 
govern the size of storage blocks, the height to which materials may be 
stored, and the clearances which are necessary around sprinkler systema 
and other firefighting equipment, The policy of trying to prevent acci-
dents before they happen is the guiding rule of Navy safety, 
The nature and scope of improvements which can be made in 
materials handling seems to be limited only by the imagination and ingen-
uity of men, A few years ago the fork lift truck and pallet were almost 
unknown, today they are a vital part of almost all industry, The Navy 
was one of the first leading proponents of the fork truck and pallet 
system of moving material, The narrow aisle, outrigger fork truck is 
the latest development in this field and it seems that this type of equip-
ment will soon be in use throughout the Navy, 
Gravity and power conveyors are another materials handling aid 
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n~ widely used. Pallet dollys are a particularly helpful tool in 
materials handling. They are a low platform mounted on small wheels 
or casters used to move heavy loads in a restricted space. They are 
particularly useful in loading and unloading freight oars and truoks. 
Dollys are very helpful in reducing the time for loading and unloading 
beoause they permit the pallet loads to be assembled within the oar or 
truok and then be rolled to the entrance where fork trucks can take them 
away. 
Tote boxes which can be nested when either full or empty are 
another new materials handling tool whioh is of great value. These boxes 
are used to carry large quantities of small parts or in assembling one 
requisition or order for a number of different small items. The dimen-
sions of their base side are smaller than the top dimensions thus 
allowing them to be stacked and palletized and this saves space and 
makes them easier to handle or move. 
The search for better safety has led to the need for some of 
these improvements in materials handling methods. The need for economy 
has led to the development of other new methods. Almost all of the new 
methods have contributed greatly to both safety and economy. The rela-
tionship between better materials handling methods and the safety effort 
has always been a close one. Practically every new method for materials 
handling has contributed in some way to the opportunity for safer hand-
ling. In the future this association must be continued or else the 
development of new methods may get out of hand and there is nothing to 
be gained from new methods of performing work and new equipment if they 




~erican industry goes to great expense in training its employees 
in the methods and procedures which it wishes them to use in their daily 
work. Proper machine setup, good letter writing, standard methods for 
handling routine papers or matters, all these things industry stresses 
to its employees in order to make the ordinary functions of business 
progress as easily as possible from day to day. 
It should be obvious that in government work such things are 
even more desirable because of the large number of routine, repetitive 
matters which arise in government operations. The Navy has tried to 
establish as many procedures as possible for expediting these routine 
matters in order that the most work can be handled by the fewest possible 
employees in the shortest time. To accomplish this aim the training of 
employees in the accepted methods of handling matters is of top importance. 
Consequently, training divisions have been established at all major shore 
activities under the Industrial Relations Department to carry out the 
instruction of employees in the proper methods to be followed. 
All new employees of the Navy are typically given a short course 
of indoctrination during their first few weeks of employment. This course 
usually consists of about ten hours of instruction conducted over a one 
to two week period. These sessions are conducted by training division 
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personnel or by qualified senior supervisors of the activity. The first 
session is usually opened by a greeting to the new employees from the 
Commanding Officer or some other officer representing him. This gives 
to the program the appearance of command support, which it has, and gives 
the new employee the feeling that he is needed and wanted and that the 
older employees are interested in getting him integrated into the organi-
zation as soon as possible. The course of instruction covers such subjects 
as the history of the activity and an acquaintance with the most important 
supervisors and officers and their duties, the relationship of the activity 
to the Naval District and to the Navy Department in Washington and partic-
ularly with the controlling Bureau of the Navy Department; a familiariza-
tion with the work of the activity and with its physical layout; an 
explanation of the work measurement system and beneficial suggestion 
program; an outline of employee rights and privileges; and the procedures 
to be followed in seeking information, promotion, filing complaints or 
grievances. 
The above course covers all new employees and had it been in 
effect for llllley years and particularly during World War II it might have 
made a great many more employees, better employees than they are because 
such training has been found to give employees a greater interest in 
their jobs and their employer. Most employees are not reached by this 
program and other more apeoifio training programs must be used to reaoh 
them. Training in the operation of fork lift trucks is given to all em-
ployees who hold jobs whioh require them to use a fork truck even if 
only occasionally. Retraining and requalifioation is also given period-
ically since being able to operate a fork truok involves not only knowing 
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what the various levers and pedals are and how to drive forward and back-
ward but also how to get a load of material into and out of a minimum 
space quickly and without damaging it. DriTing a fork truck is not a 
hard task if you are taught and practice the correct methods. Incorrect 
handling of a truck,however, can easily cause thousands of dollars of 
damage to stocks in seconds. Automobile driver training and testing is 
another important phase of the training program. No one, military or 
civilian,is permitted to drive a NaTY vehicle unless he holds a valid 
Navy drivers license. These licenses are issued for two year periods 
after an applicant has passed a written and a practical test which are 
more stringent than the tests given inmost of the States. Possession 
of a state drivers license does not automatically entitle one to a Navy 
driver's license. When the two year license period is over all licenoeee 
must be reexamined. Careless driTing will result in the suspension or 
revocation of the driver& license which cannot be reinstated until a wait-
ing period has elapsed. Navy drivers are usually careful drivers and 
most of the credit for this must be given to the strict rules with which 
they must comply. 
Training is also carried on in the distribution of multi-copy 
documents and the importance of routing the correct copy to the correct 
organizational unit. The •original and seven copies of everything" is 
a standing joke about goverDment work but in handling certain types of 
documents such as requisitions, purchase orders and bills of sale the 
many copies are necessary to help the United States to protect itself 
from being cheated. When an issue document is being processed, copies 
are necessary for the people making the issue, the people accounting 
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for the material in store, the customer who ordered the material, the 
packers who pack it and, of course, the supplying activity has to keep 
a record of the issue, The same holds true for all other types of docu-
ments, The people who handle this kind of work have to be trained in the 
proper handling of documents because if the oopies are distributed incor-
rectly much confusion is caused in those units which receive the wrong 
copies of papers, The cost of rehandling such documents is several times 
the cost of distributing the copies correctly the first time, 
The several new programs of inventory control and storage 
methods which have been described above and the Work Measurement Program 
have required large amounts of employee training. It has been necessary 
to teach employees to forget much of what they have learned over their 
many years with the Navy and to relearn a whole new system of identifi• 
cation, cataloging and material location and placement, New employees 
have to be taught two systems of operation as they are being indoctri• 
nated in their new positions, Since there are no teachers outside the 
Navy who could teach the employees the new methods, if teachers could 
be hired, the teaching burden has fallen on the supervisors, The pattern 
has been for the Bureaus of the Navy Department or the various Supply 
Demand Control Points to develop the new programs and establish goals to 
be accomplished and outline the means to be taken to reach these goals, 
After the objectives and general outline of a program such as Conversion 
have been developed, they are published in one or several brochures which 
are distributed to the field activities which are affected by the program. 
Often this printed material is followed up by personal visits to field 
activities by representatives of Supply Demand Control Points to further 
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indoctrinate key personnel in the precise meaning and interpretation of 
the printed directives, These personal visits are in the form of field 
visits which Supply Demand Control Points regularly make to their prin-
cipal stocking points or in the form of seminars such as the ones which 
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has conducted on Popularity Storage. 
These seminars are not a regular oocurenoe but are held when necessary 
and are usually on a regional basis in order to indoctrinate the personnel 
of several installations at one time. These field visits and seminars 
are able to reach only top level or key supervisors at each supply activ-
ity. It is then the responsibility of each activity to get the informa-
tion to all the affected employees through training classes conducted 
by the supervisors, 
New developments in materials handling, new freight regulations, 
changes in payroll deduction methods, new accounting procedures and new 
purchase regulations are other fields in which employee training are 
necessary, The correct method of collecting and reporting work measure-
ment data is another important area for training, The entire work 
measurement program is based on the data which is reported by the indiv-
idual employee. He reports the work he has dona to his immediate super-
visor and the information gathered by the supervisors is collected by 
organizational units into weakly or monthly reports of the work performed 
by all the employees of the unit, This information in turn is collected 
by the statistical branch of the Supply Department and reported to the 
appropriate Bureau in Washington. The funds granted to each activity 
for its operations in the ensuing quarter or year are directly dependent 
on the amount of work done in the recent past, on the efficiency with 
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which the work was accomplished and on estimated future workloads. 
The past and future workloads are generally uncontrollable and 
depend on fleet activity or some other outside factor. The efficiency 
of an organization is something which is a direct responsibility of each 
individual installation. Industry has found that the training of employees 
le.ads to many benefits. Some of the more valuable ones are increased pro-
duction, reduced labor turnover and absenteeism, reduced tool and equip-
ment breakage and improved safety records. These are the same ends whioh 
the management people of the supply system hope to achieve by their 
training programs. 
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SUPERVISOR DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING 
Probably even more important than employee training is the 
development and training of both old and new supervisors, Together with 
being important this is also one of the most difficult undertakings which 
faces the Navy today, Much of the work of the ordinary employee can be 
wasted without the presence of competent supervisors to direct them and 
today the Navy Supply System faces a shortage of good supervisors, The 
Navy Supply Corps has a constant turnover of its good junior officers 
who for the most part serve their obligated service and upon completion 
thereof leave the service and return to civilian life, The attractiveness 
of Navy life is not sufficient to keep these men. who have business admin-
istration backgrounds and training, in the service, Even among the senior 
Supply Corps Officers who have served many years toward their retirement, 
the lures of civilian life and high pay in industry have caused some to 
resign from the Navy, These losses have caused a serious shortage of 
experienced and capable officers to cope with the many problems of the 
supply system, 
A similar problem exists in the civilian ranks, Many good 
employees who were not able to advance rapidly enough for their own 
satisfaction have left civil service for employment elsewhere, other 
people who have advanced to good paying civil service positions have 
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been able to obtain better positions in ciTilian industry which will pay 
them more for their admitted talents, This siphoning off of fine talent 
leaTes many Tanoancies which often are filled by people who are only of 
mediocre caliber because there are no other top quality people to fill 
the positions, This is not a new problem in government service but one 
which is probably as old as the Navy itself, Nevertheless, the booming 
economy of the day seems to lend additional emphasis to the problem, 
Naturally, the slowness with which any pay raises are enacted only serve 
to aggravate the differential in compensation between government positions 
and private positions where the pay raises are granted with greater speed, 
In the days before the Second World War supervisory positions 
among civilian personnel were often filled on the basis of seniority 
alone, This is not usually the way to get the best supervisor for a 
position, In the Navy which used to be in those days, with few ships 
and a supply system which was minute compared to the supply system which 
exists today, the choice of a poor supervisor probably did little harm 
to the supply system, Today, in a so called "thirty-one knot Navy", 
when ships often must pull up anchor and leave port on short notice and 
consequently must be able to depend on good supply service, the lack of 
competent supervisors can be a very serious handicap to the supply system, 
Only the best supervisors can provide the supply system with an organiza-
tion which can be depended upon to fulfill its duty and always give to 
the fleet the reliable, fast, and sometimes emergency service whi·oh it 
requires, 
The Navy today is seeking to attract intelligent young men 
into the regular Supply Corps from the ranks of its reserve officert, 
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This augmentation program has met with some success but not sufficient 
to fill all the vacancies which exist. The civilian situation is much 
the same. Promotion of the best qualified employees is being encouraged 
with a deemphasis on the seniority factor in the considerations for 
promotions. The pay of both military and civilians was increased in 1955 
and the raise was a substantial one in both cases,. perhaps enough to stem 
the exodus of good people from the ranks. The only concrete evidence of 
this has been the rising reenlistment rate in the Navy since the pay 
raise went into effect. 
For supervisors the Navy has to provide even more training than 
for ordinary employees because on the supervisors fall the bulk of the 
task of employee training. The supervisors must learn how to be teachers 
themselves. The burden of teaching has grown tremendously over the past 
few years because of the many new methods which have come about and which 
the Navy is adopting. As may be gleaned from the previous discussions 
of the several inventory control and storage projects which are being 
integrated into the Navy Supply System, the job of education of the em-
ployees in the new ways is a tremendous one. The broadcasting of the 
new methods has been brought to each Naval activity by printed and 
spoken word from the Supply Demand Control Points and the Bureaus and 
it is first given to the affected supervisors. After they have been 
taught and understand the workings of the new methods it is the super-
visors' duty to teach the employees. It becomes of great importance, 
at this point, that the supervisors be capable of accurately understand-
ing new developments and then transmitting them correctly to the 
employees. 
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Special training courses have been developed and are being 
used to give supervisors the necessary additional training which they 
need for their jobs. These courses are given to new supervisors upon 
their appointment to supervisory level positions. Retraining of long 
time supervisors is also conducted from time to time, Naturally, any 
special training which is given to employees also includes their super-
visors, 
More complete training in work measurement is necessary for 
the supervisors because they handle a wider part of the system than 
does the ordinary employee. Supervisors also have to be able to inter-
pret the work measurement data which is returned to them by the statis-
ticians. This data includes not only the work processed but also the 
man hours applied to the work from whioh is derived the relative 
efficiency of the various divisions and branches of the supply activity. 
Management decisions based on these data are an important duty of super-
visors and so they must be trained in the meaning of the information 
given to them, 
A very important top management obligation is to spot potential 
future leaders among the work force and to determine which present 
supervisors have the best potential for greater responsibility. When 
such people are located they should be given opportunity to advance them-
selves by allowing them to take any training courses which will benefit 
them, encouraging them to take other study courses on their awn time 
and by permitting and stimulating such visits a.s are possible to civilian 
and other military installations to study methods in use at them, 
This highlights one aspect of the military service which cer-
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tainly is quite dirferent from the civilian world. In the military, if 
you oan obtain the money to do the travelling, it is possible to visit 
your competitors and find out how they perform certain work. Not only 
will they gladly show you around and tell you how they operate but they 
will also be glad to give you what assistance they can in establishing 
their methods at your activity. Whenever a difficult problem arises, it 
is useful to be able to contact another place which has similar operations 
to your own and to be able to ask them ir they ever had the problem you 
now have, and what was their solution. Following such a procedure in 
certain cases, many costly mistakes oan be avoided through the experience 
gained at another installation. 
There seems to be no easy solution to the problem of finding 
good supervisors for the supply system. Certainly the system cannot 
operate at its best if it is forced to work without good leaders. With-
out recruiting management people from industry, which is unlikely, the 
Navy Supply System must operate with the officers and civilian super-
visors which it presently employs. These men and women must do their 
jobs to the best of their ability which in many instances is considerable. 
Besides their regular work these management people must encourage other 
people with talent and competence to enter and remain in either the Navy 
Supply Corps or in the Civil Service. Those persons who demonstrate 
their ability for supervisory and higher management positions must be 
kept in the employ of the government in order to keep a constant supply 
of capable personnel to handle the many responsible positions in the 
future. Only by such a deliberate, planned program for developing 
supervisors for the immediate and remote future can the Navy Supply 
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System hope to be able to meet its obligations to the nation. The 
competition provided by American industry for the services of potential 
management personnel is very acute. Nevertheless, it is necessary that 
the Navy maintain the quality of its personnel, and so, must be able to 
equally match industry in the competition for the services of these people. 
CIUPTER XII 
WORK MEASUREMENT 
For many deoadea before the ban was lifted in 1960,* the uae 
of stop watch studies in Government operations was prohibited by law 
because of the unfavorable reputation which motion and time studies had 
gained whether it was deserved or not. Since 1960, interest has been 
directed toward developing time standards to apply to those operationa 
over which the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has control. Studies 
have been conducted in an attempt to find answers to these questionsa 
1. What is a fair standard of employee productivity? 
2. What is the optimum size and camposition of the work foroe to 
accanplish the planned workload? 
3. What are the most effective and economical methods and proce-
dures for accomplishing the task? 
4. How can the labor element in the cost of production be measured 
and controlled? 
These aims are really no different than those which are sought by the 
management of a civilian industrial organization but a goal such as this 
has never before been sought in Navy operations. Another respect in 
which these engineered time standards are new is that even in private 
industry very few studies have been made of non-industrial or aemi-
• to, P. 13 
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industrial type operations such as are most of the Navy Supply operations. 
The pilot installation for engineered time standards was set up at 
the Naval Supply Depot, Bayonne, New Jersey in 1964.* It was found that 
it was possible to establish standards for most of the three thousand 
employees of the depot. The military and civilian management personnel 
of the depot and their civilian consultant, the Methods Engineering 
Council of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, had a very great task to sell the 
standards program to the employees. The actual process of initiating 
the standards was precisely that which must be followed in civilian 
industry namely a three point program of (l) Setting of Standards, (2) 
Installing of Standards and (3) Follow-Up and Maintenance of Standards. 
It is planned to review all types of activities which are managed by 
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts and determine how many of them may 
be brought under engineered time standards. 
Before it was possible to conduct the time studies mentioned above, 
the Navy Supply System had taken two other steps toward evaluating its 
efficiency. The first of these was the Work Measurement Program. begin-
ning in 1949, the work of each division, branch or section of a supply 
activity was studied and compared with its own past performance. A 
characteristic operation of each organizational unit was chosen as repre-
sentative and this operation was counted each month and used as the 
measure by which each unit was judged. A year of information, fiscal 
year 1962, was chosen by the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts and has 
been used as the base year to measure each aupply activity's operations 
• 40, P. 13 
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since then, As time passed and several years of work measurement data 
were accumulated, it was found that most of the characteristic operations 
originally chosen to measure efficiency were good ones and only minor 
changes had to be made to the work measurement system until 1955, 
On July 1, 1966 a completely revised work measurement system 
was put into operation at all Navy supply activities, It is much more 
complex than the old system and undoubtedly has many bugs in it which 
will have to be worked out, When this system ie perfected somewhat, it 
should be a more useful management tool than the previous system, Also, 
when the work measurement system and the time standards can be coordin-
ated it should be possible for the management people of the supply system 
to maintain a very close watch over their operations, 
The new work measurement system, which has only been in effect 
for nine months and really has nothing with which to be compared, is a 
two pronged method of measuring operations, namely, the time for perform-
ing each operation and the cost of performing each operation. The two 
big changes from the old system are that more types of operations are 
being measured and the time spent on each type of operation is being 
tabulated so that the cost of each type of operation may be calculated, 
Instead of the one or two characteristic operations which an organizational 
unit reported before, most of the operations which the unit performs are 
now reported for measurement, Under the previous work measurement system, 
the time charged to each measured operation was computed in order to 
obtain an index figure of the efficiency for a given month, However, the 
only costs considered were the labor costs of the operation, Under the 
new system the cost of each of the types of operations is being measured 
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not only in terms or man hour costs but also in terms or supplies, mate-
rials and equipment time which are applicable to a given operation. It 
these attempts to use work measurement to bring the costs or operations 
under a strict control succeed, then it will be one or the most signifi-
cant steps forward in a program of economy in government. 
The data gathered by each supply activity for its work measure-
ment reports provides the top management of the activity with an excellent 
yardstick of what work is being accomplished. This data is available 
monthly for all organizational units end can be gathered weekly from any 
units of which the inrormation is desired. In this regard, most supply 
activities consider the number of requisitions received at the Issue 
Control Branch as an accurate barometer of their level of business. The 
requisitions received are the equivalent of civilian sales orders. The 
volume of business in Issue Control is a figure which is always of great 
interest to management and is frequently called for during the month. 
The relative efficiency attained by each organizational unit is reviewed 
each month and explanations for poor performances must be made. It is 
difficult to explain why one unit is doing poorly when all the others 
are doing very well but as a rule the work measurement data is fairly 
accurate and when it indicates that a unit is slipping then it is time 
tor management to take corrective action. Work measurement has given 
management a ready means by which it may appraise the work being done 
and the results of managements erforts to improve operations. 
The second step in evaluating its efficiency was the Navy's 
program for beneficial suggestions and methods improvement. These are 
natural adjuncts to time studies and work measurement and have been in 
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effect for many years. The Navy has had the same fine success as industry 
in encouraging its workers to find the better way of doing things and 
showing management how these things should be done. Each year the Navy 
pays many thousands of dollars to its workers for their ideas which have 
been adopted and which have resulted in monetary savings. These programs 
are still in existence and their good results practically preclude their 
ever being discarded. 
All the work measurement in the world cannot increase the out-
put of human beings above a certain maximum level. The volume of work 
of certain types which is repetitive and requires routine decisions is 
very large. The inventory control and the accounting work in the Navy 
are of this type. They are both enormous in their scope and can be 
handled manually only by the use of large numbers of employees. Realiz-
ing this, the Navy has over the years been converting these and other 
functions to Electric Accounting Machine Systems (EAM) to gain the bene-
fits of faster processing. At the present time most of the major supply 
aotivities and Supply Demand Control Points are equipped with Electric 
Accounting Machines. These are proving less expensive to operate than 
the cost of hiring enough employees to do the same work. The inventory 
managers have been casting envious eyes at the new Electronic Data 
Processing Machines (EDPM). The capacity of these new marvels for 
processing complicated arrangements of figures and for simultaneously 
storing up the information they have "learned" is a talent which can be 
very helpful in the complicated work of inventory management. These 
machines are a wonderful "employee" who can work almost around the clock 
without rest, never takes a vacation or sick leave and who works at a 
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steady, rapid pace and never needs to be subjected to work measurement 
or time standards, The Aviation Supply Office has installed an Inter-
national Business Machine Type-701 EDPM for its inventory control work, 
This was the first installation of an electronic computer exclusively 
for business use in the United States,• Other inventory managers will 
undoubtedly acquire similar equipment in the near future after the results 
of the Aviation Supply Office experiment are known and if they are favor-
able, 
The long run applications of such equipment are almost enough 
to amaze a person, It seems possible that such a machine will be able 
to record the stock status reports for thousands of different items and 
provide an analysis of these to the inventory manager in a matter of 
hours, Today under even the most advanced machines available such anal-
yses takes about ninety days to compile, The memory of these machines 
will be able to retain perpstual stock status pictures which will be 
adjusted as changes are made to it, Information on future operations 
of certain types of ships and aircraft will be fed to the machines and 
from the number of hours they are expected to operate and other pertinent 
data it will be possible for the machine to determine what the anticipated 
usage of certain parts will be and then compare this with the stocks 
available to determine whether or not they are adequate, 
The human employee will not be obsolete but he will be relieved 
of many routine, monotonous, repetitive functions, All of his complicated 
mathematical problems will be handled by the machine, The employees will 
• 26, P. 42 
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have to feed basic data to the machines, maintain and operate them and 
make important decisions on the basis of the information the machines 
feed back to them, 
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CONCLUSION 
Same of the measures being taken by the people who manage the 
Navy Supply System to increase the usefulness of the service which they 
render while at the same time reducing the cost of this service have 
been explored, There are many aspects of the supply system which have 
not been discussed or which have only been mentioned casually under other 
topics, Some of these areas are the Cost Inspection Service, Material 
Inspection Service, Comptrollership, Traffic Management, Fiscal and Account-
ing, Purchasing, Disbursing, Commissary and Food Service Teams. These 
are other facets of supply work which also endeavor to hold down the 
expense of running our Navy but which operate in a completely different 
ares from those which have been discussed, 
The success of the various programs which have been explored 
in this thesis is very difficult to measure, To state that certain 
inventory control measures have saved the taxpayers s definite sum of 
money is not an easily sustained assertion. It means that without the 
measures taken the cost of the same work would be greater but it does 
not mean that the Navy would have been able to obtain an appropriation 
for the additional amount from Congress. If not, then the scope of Navy 
operations would have had to be reduced in s fiscal year. Whether the 
reduction in scope would be in supply work or research or some other area 
is another matter, At the present time ell the military services seem 
to be limited in their expenditures to a total which hovers in the thirty-
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four to thirty-six billion dollar range, The only acceptable justifies-
tion for an upward trend in this figure, at the present time, seems to 
be a substantiated claim of rising prices of wages and materials, A 
small upward movement of the total figure appears likely because of the 
current rise in the cost of so many metals and other basic items* which 
has occurred during 1956 and 1956, Rubber, lumber and metal products 
together with petroleum products constitute a large part of Navy pur-
chases and stocks, 
The Navy probably will continue to receive approximately the 
same amount of money in the next few years as it now receives with adjust-
ment only for changing prices, The policy of the Department of Defense 
regarding the composition and strength of the Armed Forces as long as 
world conditions remain in relatively the same state as they are today 
is to maintain military strength into the indefinite future and "keep 
our military streng.th sufficiently flexible to counter the varying 
dangers that threaten us", •• To accomplish this "Vre must organize our 
military establishment so as to assure a steadily increasing efficiency, 
in step with scientific advances, and with a stability that is not 
materially disturbed by every propaganda effort of unfriendly nations",*** 
These statements point the future way for the Navy; greater efficiency 
and some measure of stability, That stability is at the levels of money 
and manpower of the 1956 budget. Greater efficiency will permit the 
Navy to do more work with the same or less money and manpower, That is 
* 85, P, 65 
** 51, P, 30 
*** 51, P. 31 
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the goal to be sought, That is what the various programs whioh have been 
reviewed are trying to achieve, 
Certainly, the efforts of the management personnel of the Navy 
Supply System have not all been in vain, The "Cleansweep" program re-
moved many millions of dollars of stocks from inventory which were not 
needed to operate the Navy, This reduction in inventory meant fewer men 
to handle it, fewer inventory reports to be made, smaller storage space 
requirements and other savings as a result of smaller inventories, Con-
version will eventually eliminate much duplication of stocks among the 
military services, but its beneficial results will not be felt for some 
time yet, The single manager plan of inventory control is slated to 
begin in April 1956 when the Army plans to take over as the single 
manager of all subsistence items,* This plan although it will not solve 
all supply problems should help to make some of them easier, It will 
not be possible to appraise its results for many months yet, 
The fractionation of stocks has pointed out those stock items 
to which more attention should be given by stock control personnel at 
all supply activities because of the greater money value involved in 
them, It has also reduced considerably the burden of stock status 
reporting by requiring less frequent reports on certain items, Fraction-
ation has also helped the storage personnel of the supply system by 
giving them an indicator built into each stock number of where it should 
be stored under the popularity storage arrangement. 
The standardized methods and equipment for storage operations 
are going to make this phase of the supply system a better one because 
* 83, P, 7 
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these methods and equipment are supposed to be the best ones in use and 
the most efficient, Training of employees and supervisors has always 
been known to produce good results for any organization which uses it, 
It seems that the Navy, too, should benefit by getting better people as 
a result of the training courses it has conducted in the past and is 
conducting at the present, Also, the Navy now has methods for scrutin-
izing itself, Work measurement has for the past seven years been of great 
assistance to management in evaluating the work of its people. The new 
expanded work measurement system should be producing results by the sum-
mer of 1956 when it has completed a cycle of one year in use, When it 
is possible to get all supply activities on the engineered time standards 
which have been in the experimental stage then even better control and 
evaluation of all supply operations will be possible and more economies 
in operations will be realizable, 
The Navy Supply System is constantly growing, changing and 
improving, Scheduled to go into operation in July 1956 are two new 
Supply Demand Control Points which will assume duties of inventory control 
which have previously been centered elsewhere, The Training Supply Office 
will take over the control of Special Training Devices and Replacement 
Parts from the Special Devices Center, This will separate the research 
and development function of this type material from the inventory control 
function, Also in July 1956 the Forms and Publications Supply Office 
will be established to control and standardize all blank forms and publi-
cations which are used by the Navy, There are over ten thousand forms 
and twenty-seven thousand publications in use and they have been under 
the control of many people but now they will be placed under one central 
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control, Most of the forms control function has been under the Bureau 
of Supplies and Accounts but not all of it and publications have been 
controlled by almost every Bureau and Office of the Navy Department, 
Further refinements in inventory control methods can be ex-
pected as more.experience in fractionation and conversion provides 
greater knowledge of the peculiarities in stock movement which have not 
yet been discovered, Automation is at hand for industry and it is not 
far in the future for the Navy Supply System, Most of the Navy's Inven-
tory Control and Fiscal Work is already handled by Electric Accounting 
Machines and more equipment is being added. all the time, Automatic data 
processing systems are going to be used much more extensively because 
they provide the least expensive and fastest method of doing the type of 
work for which they are made, 
The Navy Supply System is not as efficient as it could be, If 
the improvements which have been made had not been made it would certainly 
be more expensive to operate than it is, There are different theories 
of how the system should be operated, The Navy people who manage the 
system feel, with some justification, that they are doing a good job and 
they wish to be allowed to continue along the lines which they have been 
following, The Hoover Commission and some Congressional committees have 
found fault in the management of the system, They feel that many millions 
of dollars oan be saved if some of their recommendations are implemented, 
There seems to be same merit to both claims, 
The Navy Department and the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts 
can point to an undeniable record of accomplishments in improved manage-
ment during the last twelve years, The various programs examined in 
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this thesis are a part of this accomplishment together with the integrated 
Navy Supply System with its many Supply Demand Control Points and compo-
nent sub-supply systems. The record stands that the Navy Supply System 
is a good one, The claims of the Hoover Commission that it can be a 
better system have their justification too. The Navy has recognized 
this by establishing several means for conducting internal review of 
its operations and to appraise them with a critical eye, The On-Site 
Survey Teams have been established in the Office of the Chief of Naval 
Operations for the purpose of traveling to all the shore bases of the 
Navy and determining ways of improving their operations, eliminating 
duplication of functions, and deciding whether each and every installa-
tion is required, Many improvements and economies have resulted from 
the recommendations of these teams, 
The function of Comptrollership has been organized to perform 
a number of tasks and particularly to conduct internal reviews of the 
expenditures of money by the field activities, The purpose of expendi-
tures is questioned and also whether an expenditure was properly reported 
from the accounting standpoint, There are comptroller offices at most 
large naval bases and also in each Bureau of the Navy Department and 
each Naval District, This self appraisal by the Navy can be attributed 
to the justifications which existed for the criticisms made by Congress 
and the Hoover Commission, Probably it will always be necessary for 
people outside the Navy to criticize it in order to keep those who manage 
the Navy on the alert to prevent waste, duplication of effort and the 
enlarging of jobs from happening, 
Congress which is always quick to criticize the Navy for things 
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it does or does not do makes the operation of the Navy and the whole 
government more difficult with the conflicting laws which it has placed 
on the statute books. The elimination of some of these laws would make 
the administration of the Navy an easier task. Elimination of many 
antiquated procedures and needless red tape would also help. Adequate 
salaries will assist in maintaining the high caliber of the military and 
civilian personnel. Although a certain amount of inertia seems to be 
inherent in the Civil Service, an overhaul of the laws governing the 
system and the inclusion of provisions for the easy discharge of insub-
ordinate and incompetent persons seems to be one way of raising the 
morale and prestige of civil service positions. 
The managers of the Navy Supply System know that they are being 
observed and that they must produce results or else have reasons why they 
did not accomplish their aims. Their system is a good one but one which 
can be made better by fully exploiting the various fine techniques which 
they have developed and are using and also by continuing their research 
to find better and cheaper ways of operating in the future. 
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APPENDIX A 
NAVY INVENTORY MANAGERS 
1. Bureau of Supplies and Aooounts, Washington, D.c. 
Cognizance Symbol B -- Materials Handling Equipment and Blank Forms 
2, Bureau of Ordnance, Washington, D. C, 
Cognizance Sumbol J -- Major Ordnance Equipment and Explosives 
3. Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C. 
Cognizance Symbol K -- Training Aids and Educational Books 
4, Bureau of Ships, Washington, D.C. 
Cognizance Symbol F -- Major Electronic Equipment 
Cognizance Symbol S -- Major Shipboard Machinery, Equipment and 
Components 
5. Bureau of Aeronautics, Washington, D.C. 
Cognizance Symbol Y -- Major Aeronautical Equipments 
6, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Washington, D.C. 
Cognizance Symbol C -- Major Construction and Civil Engineering 
Equipment 
7, Military Sea Transportation Service, Washington, D.C. 
Cognizance Symbol X -- M.S. T .s. Material not carried elsewhere 
in the Supply System 
8, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Cognizance Symbol A -- Special Shipboard Electrical Fittings 
and Fixtures 
9, Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Cognizance Symbol E -- Photographic Material 
Cognizance Symbol R -- Aeronautical Material and Repair Parts 
10. General Stores Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Cognizance Symbol G -- General Stores Material 
11, Submarine Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Cognizance Symbol P -- Submarine Repair Parts 
12. Ships Parts Control Center, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 
Cognizance Symbol H -- Ships Repair Parts 
APPENDIX A (Continued) 
NAVY INVENTORY MANAGERS 
13, Ordnance Supply Office, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 
Cognizance Symbol Z -- Ordnance Repair Parts 
14, Electronics Supply Office, Great Lakes, Illinois 
Cognizance Symbol N -- Electronic Repair Parts 
15, Medical and Dental Supply Office, Brooklyn, New York 
Cognizance Symbol L -- Medical and Dental Material 
16, Navy Ships Store Office, Brooklyn, New York 
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Cognizance Symbol Q -- Ships Store and Commissary Store Stock 
17, Clothing Supply Office, Brooklyn, New York 
Cognizance Symbol D -- Clothing not sold (occupational) 
Cognizance Symbol U -- Clothing Sold in Clothing Stores (uniforms) 
18, Provisions Supply Office, Washington, D.C. 
Cognizance Symbol M -- Subsistence Stores 
19, Fuel Supply Office, Washington, D,C, 
Cognizance Symbol W -- Fuel, Lubricants and Petroleum Drums 
20, Yards and Docks Supply Offioe, Port Hueneme, California 
Cognizance Symbol Y -- Vehicular Equipment Repair Part• 
21, Special Devices Canter, Sands Point, Long Island, New York 
Cognizance Symbol T -- Special Training Devices and Replacement 
Parts 
APPENDIX B 
NAVY SUPPLY ACTIVITIES 




1, Naval Supply Center 
2, Naval Supply Center 
3, Naval Supply Center 
4, Naval Supply Depot 
5, Naval Supply Depot 
6, Naval Supply Depot 
7, Naval Supply Depot 
8, Naval Supply Depot 
9, Naval Supply Depot 
Pearl Harbor, Territory of Hawaii 
Newport, Rhode Island 
10, Naval Supply Depot 
11, Naval Supply Depot 
12, Naval Supply Depot 
13, Naval Supply Depot 
14, Naval Supply Depot 
15, Naval Supply Depot 
16, Naval Supply Depot 
17, Naval Supply Depot 
18, Naval Aviation Supply Depot 
19, Naval Supply Activities 
Bayonne, New Jersey 
Scotia, New York 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 




San Diego, California 
San Pedro, California 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba 
Guam, Marianas Islands 
Yokusuka, Japan 
Subic Bay, Philippine Islands 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Brooklyn, New York 
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APPENDIX C 
Partial List of Major Supply Activities not under the control of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 
1, Naval Shipyard 
2, Naval Shipyard 
3, Naval Shipyard 
4, Naval Shipyard 
5, Naval Shipyard 
6, Naval Shipyard 
7, Naval Shipyard 
8, Naval Shipyard 
9, Naval Shipyard 
10, Naval Shipyard 
11. Naval Shipyard 
12, Naval Gun Factory 
13, Naval Submarine Base 
14, Naval Air Station 
15. Naval Air Station 
16, Naval Air Station 
17, Naval Air Station 
18, Naval Air Station 
19, Naval Air Station 
20. Naval Air Station 
21, Naval Air Station 
Boston, Massaohusetts 
~ortsmouth, New Hampshire 
Brooklyn, New York 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Charleston, South Carolina 
San Francisco, California 
Mare Island, California 
Long Beach, California 
Bremerton, Washington 
Pearl Harbor, Territory of Hawaii 
Washington, D.C. 
New London, Connecticut 
Brunswick, Maine 
South Weymouth, Massachusetts 
Quonset Point, Rhode Island 
Lakehurst, New Jersey 
Patuxent River, Maryland 




APPENDIX C (Continued) 
Partial List of Major Supply Activities not under the control of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Aooounts 
22, Naval Air Station Pensacola, Florida 
23, Naval Air Station Memphis, Tennessee 
24. Naval Air Station Olathe, Kansas 
25, Naval Air Station Anacostia, Washington, D.C. 
26, Naval Air Station St. Louis, Missouri 
27, Naval Air Station San Diego, California 
28, Naval Air Station Glenview, Illinois 
29, Naval Air Station Johnsville, Pennsylvania 
30, Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 
31. Naval Air Station Los Alamitos, California 
32, Naval Air Station Alameda, California 
33. Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Washington 
34, Naval Air Station Agana, Guam, Marianas Islands 
35, Naval Air Station Sangley Point, Philippine Islands 
36, Naval Air Station Iwak:uni, Japan 
37, Naval Air Station Oppama, Japan 
38. Naval Air Station Atsugi, Japan 
39, Naval Air Station Barbers Point, Territory of Hawaii 
40, Naval Air Station Norman, Oklahoma 
41, Naval Air Station Gros Ile, Michigan 
42, Naval Air Station El Centro, California 
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APPENDIX C (Continued) 
Partial List of Major Supply Activities not under the control of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Aooounts 
43, Naval Air Station Inyokern, California 
44, Naval Air Station Lincoln, Nebraska 
46, Naval Air Station Denver, Colorado 
46, Naval Air Station Point Mugu, California 
47, Naval Air Station Miramar, California 
48, Naval Air Station Atlanta, Georgia 
49, Naval Air Station Willow Grove, Pennsylvania 
60, Naval Air Station Columbus, Ohio 
51. Naval Air Facility Naha, Okinawa 
52, Naval Air Facility Port Lyautey, French Morocco 
53. Naval Advanced Base Bremerhaven, Germany 
54, Headquarters Support Aotivities Naples, Italy 
55, Fleet Activities Sasebo, Japan 
56, Naval Station Bermuda, British West Indies 
57, Naval Stat:Lon Key West, Florida 
58, Naval Station Kodiak, Alaska 
59, Naval Station New Orleans, Louisiana 
60, Naval Station Orange, Texas 
61. Naval Station Rodman, Canal Zone 
62, Naval Station San Juan, Puerto Rioo 
63, Naval Station Tongue Point, Oregon 
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Partial List of Major Supply Activities not under the control of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts 
64. Naval Station Trinidad, British West Indies 
65. Naval Station Argentia, Newfoundland 
66. Naval Station Midway Island 
67, Naval Station Kwajalein Island 
68. Naval .AJmnunition Depot Crane, Indiana 
69, Naval Ammunition Depot Earle, New Jersey 
70. Naval .AJmnunition Depot Hawthorne, Nevada 
71. Naval .AJmnunition Depot Hingham, Massachusetts 
72. Naval Ammunition Depot McAlester, Oklahoma 
73, Naval Ammunition Depot Seal Beach, California 
74. Naval Ammunition Depot Bangor, Washington 























FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION 
COMMODITY 
Weapons 
Fire Control Equipment 
~unition and Explosives 
Aircraft and Airframe Structural Components 
Aircraft Components and Accessories 
Aircraft Launching, Landing and Ground Handling Equipment 
Ships 
Ship and Marine Equipment 
Railway Equipment 
Motor Vehicles, Trailers, and Cycles 
Tractors 
Vehicular Equipment Components 
Tires and Tubes 
Engines, Turbines, and Components 
Engine Accessories 
Mechanical Power Transmission Equipment 
Bell rings 
Woodworking Machinery and Equipment 
Primary and Secondary Metalworking Machinery 























APPENDIX D (Continued) 
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION 
COMMODITY 
Service and Trade Equipment 
Special Industry Machinery 
Agricultural Machinery and Equipment 
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Construction. Mining. Excavating. and Highway Maintenance Equipment 
Materials Handling Equipment 
Rope. Cable. Chain. and Fittings 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Equipment 
Fire Fighting. Rescue. and Safety Equipment 
Pumps and Compressors 
Furnace and Steam Plant Equipment 
Plumbing. Heating. and Sanitation Equipment 
Water Purification and Sewage Treatment Equipment 
Pipe. Tubing. Hose and Fittings 
Valves 
Maintenance and Repair Shop Equipment 
Hand Tools 
Measuring Tools 
Hardware and Abrasives 
Prefabricated Structures and Scaffolding 






















APPENDIX D (Continued) 
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION 
COMMODITY 
Construction and Building Materials 
Communication Equipment 
Electrical and Electronic Equipment Components 
Electric Wire and Power Distribution Equipment 
Lighting Fixtures and Lamps 
Alarm and Signal Systems 
Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Equipment and Supplies 
Instruments and Laboratory Equipment 
Photographic Equipment 
Chemicals and Chemical Products 
Training Aids and Devices 
Furniture 
Household and Commercial Furnishings and Appliances 
Food Preparation and Serving Equipment 
Office Machines 
Office Supplies 
Books, Maps, and Other Publications 
Musical Instruments, Phonographs, and Home-type Radios 
Recreational and Athletic Equipment 

















APPENDIX D (Continued) 
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION 
COMMODITY 
Brushes, Paints, Sealers, and Adhesives 
Packaging and Packing Supplies 
Textiles, Leather, and Furs 





Fuels, Lubricants, Oils, and Waxes 
Nonmetallic Fabricated Materials 
Nonmetallic Crude Materials 
Metal Bars, Sheets, and Shapes 







5. Popularity Storage 




10. Stocking Point 
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GLOSSARY 
Program for changing ell stocks of the three 
military services over to one uniform system 
of cataloging by which each item used will 
have only one stock number applicable to all 
the services. 
Federal Item Identification Number, the name 
given to the new stock numbers under the 
Federal Catalog Program. 
Navy program for disposing of stocks which 
are surplus to its needs. 
Supply Demand Control Point, name given to 
Navy inventory control offices or inventory 
managers. 
Concept of placin£ the fastest moving items 
of stook in the most easily accessible loca-
tions to deoreese the time necessary to draw 
them out of stock to issue thma. 
Letter placed at the beginning of a stock 
number which indicates which SDCP controls 
that item of stock. 
Program for breaking do~n the Navy stocks 
into small segments according to their relative 
movement activity. Designated by letters 
inserted at the beginning of the stock number 
immediately after the cognizance symbol letter 
and called fraction codes. 
Program for determining mobilization stock 
requirements. This is conducted by each in-
ventory manager for his own category of material. 
Federal Cataloging Program. Another name for 
conversion. 
Any supply activity of the Navy which carries 
a certain category of material and has been 
authorized to do so by the appropriate inven-
tory manager. 
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